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ABSTRACT. It is shown that there exist real analytic real hypersurfaces in C"

which cannot be locally holomorphically imbedded in any finite dimensional

sphere S2N~l cCM.

In [1], Chern and Moser developed a theory of local invariants of real hyper-

surfaces in complex manifolds. In doing so, they stressed the analogies between

pseudoconformal geometry and Riemannian geometry, defining analogues of the

Riemannian curvature tensor, the Levi-Civita connection, geodesies, etc. These

analogies are in general quite weak (e.g., "geodesies" may spiral, see [2]). The

purpose of this note is to show that there is another case where the analogy breaks

down.

It is a classical result that any analytic metric can be locally induced by the

flat metric, i.e., given any analytic metric there exists locally an isometric imbed-

ding into some Euclidean space. The corresponding theorem in pseudoconformal

geometry would state that every analytic real hypersurface could be (locally) holo-

morphically imbedded in the unit sphere in some Cn. The two theorems of this

paper give counterexamples to this.

It should be noted that if a global holomorphic imbedding of the boundary of

a strictly pseudoconvex domain into a unit sphere exists, it naturally extends to

a proper holomorphic mapping of the whole domain into the unit ball. Lempert

[4] has shown that any smoothly bounded strictly pseudoconvex domain can be

properly and holomorphically imbedded in the unit ball in infinite dimensional space

(i.e., l2). The results here indicate that Lempert's theorem cannot be extended to

imbeddings in finite dimensional space.

THEOREM. Given integers N > n > 2, there exists a smooth, strictly pseudo-

convex, real analytic (in fact, polynomial) real hypersurface M in C" that cannot

be locally analytically imbedded in the unit sphere in CN.

PROOF. We shall examine the problem of mapping a real hypersurface M into

CN so that the image is tangent to the sphere to order d. It will suffice to show

that by taking d large enough, we can find a real hypersurface M that cannot be

imbedded in CN, tangent to the unit sphere to order d.

Let V be the space of real-valued polynomials F(z',z',u) of degree less than or

equal to d that vanish at (0,0,0), W the space of complex polynomials fa(z',w),

a = 1,..., TV, of degree less than or equal to d such that JZa |/Q(0,0)|2 - 1 = 0.
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(We have let z' = (zx,..., zn-i), w = u + iv = zn.) V corresponds to the set of

d-jets of real hypersurfaces v = F(z, z, u) containing the origin and W corresponds

to the set of d-jets of imbeddings C™ —► CN sending the origin into the unit sphere,

dim V = (2n~d1+d), dimR W = 2N{n+d) - 1. Define $: V x W -» V by

$(F,/°) = ¿jet of ,£t\fa(zJ,u + iF(z,z,u)\2 - 1.
a

If every real hypersurface M C Cn is imbeddable in the unit sphere in C^ to order

d, then for every F e V, there exists fa e W such that $(F, fa) = 0.

LEMMA. There exists (F0,fo) e $_1(0) C V x W such that the derivative

D$(F0, fo):VxW^V is surjective.

Postponing the proof of this, notice that this implies that in a neighborhood of

(F0, fo), $_1(0) is a smooth manifold of V x W of dimension dim IT. If we have

imbeddability up to order d though, we have seen that the dimension of $_1(0)

must be at least dimF. So imbeddability up to order d implies

A-     l„       o*r(n + C0!  ^  (2fl-l + d)! ,.     _.
dimW - 2TV-—~- > ±—-t—¿- = dimV.

n\d\     -   (2n - l)!d!

The left-hand side is a polynomial in d of degree n, the right-hand side a polynomial

of degree 2n — 1, so this inequality cannot hold for arbitrarily large orders d. Thus

we cannot have imbeddability to arbitrarily high order. (Note that in the case

n = TV = 2, the inequality becomes d < 9. This was obtained by Poincaré[3].)

To complete the proof of the theorem, it suffices to provide a

PROOF OF THE LEMMA. Let fg be an imbedding of the real hypersurface v = F0

in the unit sphere. By making a linear change of coordinates in C™ and a unitary

change of coordinates in CN, we may assume /"(0,0) = 1 and dF(0,0,0) = 0.

Since (f1,..., /") is an imbedding, the vector d/dw (which is tangent to M but

not in the maximal complex tangent space) must be mapped by /" (0,0) to a vector

tangent to S2N~l but not in its maximal complex tangent space. It follows that

idfn/dw(Q,0)^Q is real.
The directional derivative of $ at (F0,fo) in the direction (G,0) G V x W is

£>$(F0)/£)(<?,0) = d-jet of GRe
•V^d/Q-r-

w=u + iF

By the above, Rei[%2aidfa/dw)fa]\w=u+iF is nonvanishing at the origin. There-

fore D$iF0, fg) : V x {0} -> V is surjective.
This shows that we cannot always obtain an imbedding if we choose TV before-

hand. But more is true.

THEOREM. Given an integer n, there exists a smooth, strictly pseudoconvex,

analytic real hypersurface M defined in a neighborhood of the origin such that for

every integer TV > n there does not exist a holomorphic imbedding f: C" —► CN

defined in some neighborhood of the origin taking M into the unit sphere in CN.

PROOF. Start with a polynomial Fx(z',z',u) of degree di, so that v = Fx(z',z',u)

defines a strictly pseudoconvex real hypersurface Mx in a neighborhood of the origin

(and Fi (0,0,0) = 0).  If Mx cannot be imbedded in any 52jV_1, we are done.  If
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M can be imbedded in some S , pick an TVo. and a holomorphic imbedding

<3>i : Mx —► S2JV2-i By the arguments given above, we can choose d2 > dx so

that there exist polynomials of degree d2 arbitrarily close to Fxiz',z',u), agreeing

with Fx up through degree dx, which define real hypersurfaces which cannot be

holomorphically imbedded in S2N2_1 up to order d2 (choose d2 so that

2N jn-Yd2)\      j2n-l + d2)\ _ j2n - 1 + dx)\

2     d2\ (2n-l)!d2! (2n-l)!d,!  '

Thus we obtain a polynomial F2iz',z',u). Proceeding, we obtain an TV3 so that

{v = J2} imbeds in 52Af3_1; a polynomial F3 of degree d% which defines a real

hypersurface which cannot be imbedded to order d$ in 52JV3_1, and so on. If at

any stage we cannot find an TVfc we are done. We can always find dk and Fk by

the arguments used to prove the previous theorem. If we let a^      • _   ¡      \     m

be the coefficient of zf ■ ■ ■ z^-i^í' ' ■ ■z'ñ-i11"1 m Fk+Xiz',z',u) - Fkiz',z',u), it is

clear that we can choose Fk+X so that

1
< -.

3i[- ■ ■ ■ Jn-i[-h]- ■ ■ ■ ln-i[-m\

It follows that limfc_00 Fk exists and is a convergent power series Fiz',z',u), and

that v = Fiz',z',u) defines a strictly pseudoconvex real hypersurface in a neigh-

borhood of the origin. Suppose {v = F} can be imbedded in 52JV_1 by a map <p.

Since TVfc is a strictly increasing sequence we can choose fc so large that TVfc > TV.

Then tf> imbeds v = Fkiz',z',u) in S2^-1 to order dk. By imbedding S'2Ar~1 in

§2Nk-i ¡n ^g usuaj way5 we get ajj imbedding of {v = Fk} into S2Nk~1 to or-

der dfc. However, we constructed Fk precisely so that this was not possible. This

contradiction completes the proof of the theorem.
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